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Through my journey of one and half years in Mangalore University campus, I could analyse the changes towards progress from the first year to the second. The renovation of buildings have given a refreshed feel to sit in the well furnished class rooms, the installation of projectors has enhanced our thinking and understanding through 3D structure, presentations, animations of physiology, reactions and results. This in turn has made room for enthusiasm and interactions in studying new concepts which along with ‘electronic monitoring of attendance’ has increased our classroom attendance this year compared to the previous year. Cushion furnished seminar halls have made us more comfortable during the adjunct professor lectures introduced by RUSA which provides us with ample of exposure to the outer world and on the present trends and application of our subjects. The free Wi-Fi accessibility throughout the campus has added to this along with digital library facility provided by the campus at our finger tip to learn about the recent papers and journals with regard of our practical. Well equipped laboratories have helped us to have hands on application part of our class room studies, which remain open even during vacations for our use. From this practical knowledge I could do my summer project in a research institute and a part of my work is communicated to a paper as a co-author. The construction of drainage and water seepage systems has helped in maintaining hygiene in the campus as we receive heavy rainfall during monsoon. Each department is provided with water purifiers and coolers hence we enjoy clean drinking water. Being a female candidate, the CCTV installations in every buildings, connecting roads and extension of street lights round the corners of the buildings have made me feel very secure even during the late night hours. Our University website is more interactive & informative, it also has a provision to check the availability of books and their contents online which saves our time. Being an athlete and state zone football player during my school days, sports was a part of my schedule but had very less access during my college days but here in the university the athletic track and other sports events have encouraged many students like me to make the best use of it. The number of students willing to enter this university is increasing year by year but the number of seats are not increased due to the shortage of classrooms, i am looking ahead to overcome this in the university through RUSA by its continuous support and grants which will enable many to use this opportunity and take the benefits.

(MADHURA R.J.)
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As a fresher to Mangalore University, I could visualise a more promising campus where I would develop my overall personality. Firstly, with regard to library facilities in the campus, the University is providing digital library which helps us to get more information on the latest policies and recent trends in our subjects which assists us in seminars, projects through the means like e-resources and e-books. Through the funding of Rashtriya Uchchatar Shiksha Abhiyan (RUSA), the University was able to provide every classrooms with LCD projectors which made our paper-presentation and seminars more interesting and attractive. ‘Student- Faculty’ Programme was introduced in our department, which gave us the opportunity to improve our teaching skills and to develop soft skills. The fund sponsored by RUSA has benefited the University to refurbish the indoor stadium and to maintain athletic track encouraging us to actively take part in sports. Further helps us in keeping ourselves physically fit. Free Wi-Fi facilities in the campus helps us to access internet in every corner of the campus, which helps me to keep updated in current trends and developments which is not available in the text books. By conducting off campus programmes such as field visit and educational tour etc., it extends our skills outside the classroom that enable us to gain additional experience and interact with other experts. The CCTV cameras installed in our university for surveillance purposes have helped me to utilize the library at late evening (till 9pm) by ensuring security in and around the campus. Being the class representative, some of the student-oriented programmes such as inter department competition, interactive camps etc., gives me a platform to organise events and helps me to build my social skills.

A year more to go in this University with the desire to see more of such developments and continuous assessments with the support of Rashtriya Uchchatar Shiksha Abhiyan (RUSA).

(Rajath Kumar N. S.)